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COSMOGONY XV'S COMEBACK THEORY PSYİn U.S. genius William James SidisWilliam at James Sidis' Harvard graduation (1914)Born(1898-04-01)April 1, 1898Manhattan, New York, U.S. Deceased July 17, 1944 (1944-07-17) (age 46)Boston, Massachusetts, U.S. Other names John W. ShattuckFrank
FolupaParker GreeneJacob MarmorAlma materHarvard UniversityRice UniversityNotable studyAn workLess and Lifeless (1925)Tribes and States (1935) William James Sidis (/ یsadیs/; April 1, 1898 - July 17, 1944) is an American genius with exceptional mathematical and linguistic skills. In 1920, he was notable for his
book The Animate and the Inanimate, speculating about the origins of life in the context of thermodynamics. Sidis was raised privately by his father, psychiatrist Boris Sidis, who wanted his son to be a gift. Sidis first became famous for his ape and later eccentricity and withdrawal from public life. In the end, he avoided
mathematics alms alms, writing under a number of aliases in other subjects. He entered Harvard at the age of 11 and as an adult his IQ was claimed to be very high and he was close in about 25 languages and dialects. Some of these allegations have not been verified, but many of his contemporary, including Norbert
Wiener, Daniel Frost Comstock and William James, have backed his claim that he is highly intelligent. Biography Parents and upbringing (1898-1908) William James Sidis was born in New York City on April 1, 1898, to Jewish immigrants from Ukraine. His father, Boris Sidis, PhD, M.D., had emigrated in 1887 to escape
political and anti-Semitic persecution. [2]:2-4 His mother Sarah (Mandelbaum) Sidis, M.D., and his family had e-mailed pogroms in the late 1880s. [2]:7 Sarah went to Boston University and graduated from the Medical School in 1897. [3] William was named after his godfather, Boris's friend and colleague, the American
philosopher William James. Boris was a psychiatrist and published numerous books and articles, doing pioneering studies in abnormal psychology. He was a polyglot and his son William would be one at a young age. Sidis' family believed in an early and fearless love of information (but parenting methods were criticized
in the media and retrospectively[4][2]:281, Epilogue). Sidis can read The New York Times in 18 months. [2]:23 By the age of eight, he had reportedly taught himself eight languages (Latin, Greek, French, Russian, German, Hebrew, Turkish and Armenian) and invented another language he called Vendergood. Harvard
University and college life (1909-1915) Although the university had not previously allowed his father to enroll him because he was a 9-year-old boy, Sidis set a record as the youngest person to enroll at Harvard University in 1909. In early 1910, Sidis's mastery of higher mathematics Math Club on four-dimensional bodies
that attracts attention across the country. [5] [6] He also went to Harvard at the time and knew in Sidis's book Ex-Prodigy: This speech was a land of praise for first or second grader of all ages... The speech represented the triumph of the unscruy efforts of a very bright child. [7] MIT physics professor Daniel F. Comstock
was full of praise: Karl Friedrich Gauss is the only example in history of all the geniuses sidis is like. I'm guessing young Sidis is going to be a great astronomical mathematician. He will develop new theories and invent new ways of calculating astronomical phenomena. I believe he will be a great mathematician, the
leader of this science in the future. [2] Sidis took a full-time course in 1910, and on June 18, 1914, at the age of 16, he received a Bachelor's degree. [8] Shortly after graduating, he told reporters that he wanted to live a perfect life. He interviewed a reporter from the Boston Herald. The paper reported that Sidis vowed to
remain single and never get married, saying that women did not address him. He later developed a strong love for Martha Foley, a year older than him. He later enrolled at the Harvard Institute of Arts and Sciences. According to The Prodigy: A Biography of William James Sidis, he served briefly in the League of Nations
before leaving because US president Woodrow Wilson had withdrawn troops stationed during the Great War. He was straightforward with pacifism. Teaching and further education (1915–1919) After a group of Harvard students physically threatened Sidis, his parents provided him with a job as a math teacher at the
William Marsh Rice Institute for The Advance of Literature, Science and Art (now Rice University) in Houston, Texas. He came to Rice in December 1915 at the age of 17. He was a graduate student working for his PhD. Sidis taught three lessons: Euclid geometry, geometry without Euclid geometry, and world-class
mathematics (he wrote a textbook for the Greek Euclid geometry setabi). [2]:112 Less than a year later, frustrated with his teaching requirements and treatment by older students, Sidis left his post and returned to New England. When a friend asked me why he left later, I had no idea why they gave me the job— I'm not a
very good teacher. I didn't go, I was asked to go. Sidis dropped out of his postgraduate degree in mathematics and enrolled at Harvard Law School in September 1916, but withdrew well in his final year in March 1919. [9] Politics and arrest (1919-1921) In 1919, shortly after his withdrawal from law school, Sidis was
arrested in Boston for participating in a socialist May 1 parade that turned violent. He was sentenced to 18 months in prison. The 1918 Rebellion Act was passed by Roxbury Municipal Court Judge Albert F Hayden. Sidis' arrest was in the papers because his early graduate from Harvard earned him significant local
celebrity status. During the trial, Sidis stated that he was a conscientious deed to the World War I draft, that he was a socialist, and that he did not believe in a god like the great boss of Christians, but that he believed in something separate from a human being. [10] [11] He later developed his own libertarian philosophy
based on individual rights and American social continuity. [12] [13] His father met with the district attorney to keep Sidis out of jail before his appeal came to trial; Instead, his family held him in their sanatorium in New Hampshire for a year. They took him to California. [14] While he was in the sanatorium, his parents began
rehabilitating him and threatened to transfer him to a mental hospital. [14] After returning to the East Coast in 1921, Sidis decided to live an independent and private life. He just took the job of running the machine or adding other rather menial tasks. He worked in New York and moved away from his family. His return to
Massachusetts was legally cleared and he was concerned about the risk of arrest for years. Obsessively ingesting tram transfers, writing self-published periodous publications and teaching the small circles of his friends about American history. In 1933, Sidis passed the civil service exam in New York, but recorded a low
ranking of 254. [15] In a private letter, Sidis wrote that it was not so encouraging. [15] In 1935, he wrote The Tribes and the States, an unpublished mana that traced native American contributions to American democracy. [16] In 1944, Sidis won a deal with The New Yorker for an article published in 1937. [17] He claimed
to contain many false statements. [18] James Thurber, Where Are They Now? He described Sidis' life as lonely in a living room bedroom in Boston's old shabby South End. [19] Lower courts dismissed Sidis as a public figure who had no right to oppose personal advertising. In 1940, he lost an appeal in the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the second circuit because of the same article. Judge Charles Edward Clark expressed sympathy for Sidis, who claimed that the publication had publicly subjected him to contempt, ridicule and humiliation and caused severe mental anguish [and] humiliation, but that the court had never been eliminated in
order to avoid an absolute exemption from press surveillance of all intimate details of private life. [20] Sidis died of a brain haemorrhage in Boston in 1944 at the age of 46. [21] His father died of the same disease in 1923 at the age of 56. Writings on cosmology, writings on Native American history, Notes on Collection
Sidis, who allegedly had lost texts about anthropology, philology and transportation systems, addressed a wide range of topics. Some of his ideas were about cosmological reversing[22] and social continuity. [23] In Animate and Lifeless (1925), Sidis predicted the existence of space zones where the second law of
thermodynamics works in the opposite direction in the timely direction we experience in our local area. Everything would be like this except what we call a galaxy today. Sidis claimed that the issue in this area would not produce light. Sidis uses the pseudonym John W. Shattuck of tribes and states (about 1935), allegedly
giving the 100,000-year history of the American Settlement from prehistoric times to 1828. [24] This text states that there were once red men in Europe and in america. [25] Sidis was also a peridromophile, a term he invented for people fascinated by transportation research and tram systems. Frank Folupa wrote a
dissertation on tram transfers under the pseudonym Frank Folupa describing the means of increasing the use of public transport. [26] In 1930, Sidis received a patent for a revolving eternal calendar that now accounts for years. [27] Canimate and Lifeless Sidis wrote The Animate and the Caniimate to detail their thoughts
on the origins of life, cosmology and the potential return of the second law through Maxwell's Demon. It was published in 1925; [28] However, it was suggested that Sidis was working on this theory in 1916. [29] A motivation for writing this theory seems to explain the reserve energy theory of psychologist and philosopher
William James. The work is one of the few works Sidis did not write under a pseudonym. Sidis states that in Animate and Lifeless, the universe is infinite and contains parts of negative trends, and various laws of physics side by side with positive trends, changing the time ages of these chapters. Sidis states that a life has
no origin, that life always does, and that it changes only through evolution. Sidis also takes on Eduard Pflüger's theory of cyanogen-based life, and Sidis makes it a strange anomaly by quoting organic things like almonds (his example) with non-killing cyanogen, as cyanogen (and its derivatives) are normally a highly toxic
substance. Sidis describes his theory as a fusion of the mechanistic life model and the vitalist model of life and entertains the concept of life born from asteroids (advanced by Lord Kelvin and Hermann von Helmholtz). Sidis also functionally says that the stars are alive and forever. light-dark loop, reversing the second law
in the dark part of the cycle. [31] Sidis's theory at the time of his release was ignored[11] but was found in an attic in 1979. On this discovery, Buckminster Fuller (who was a classmate of William James Sidis) said of Animate and The Lifeless:[32] Imagine being thrilled and enjoying sidis being given this copy of his book
in 1925. In fact, I see his entire book, Animate and Cananimate, as a beautiful cosmological piece. I find him focusing on the same issues that fascinated me and coming to the same conclusions as the topics I published in SYNERGETICS, and synergetics will be published in Volume II. As a Harvard man after a
generation, I hope sidis will be as excited as I was at this discovery that went on after college to do the most spectacular thinking and writing. — Sidis, the Buckminster Fuller Vendergood language, created a language built at the age of 8 called Vendergood in his second book, Vendergood. The language was mostly
based on Latin and Greek, but he also drew German and French and other Romance languages. [2] He distinguished between eight moods: indicator, potential, obligatory absolute, subjunctive, imperative, infinitive, optative and Sidis's own strongeable. [2]:41 The title of one of the Sections is Defective and the Future
Indicator Is Active. Other pieces explain the origin of roman numerals. This base uses base 12 instead of 12: eis - a duet - two tre - three guar - four quin - five sex – six september – seven oo (oe?) – eight non – nine ecem – elevenos – twelve range – twelve eidec (eis, dec) – most of the thirteen samples are presented
in the form of tests: I love the young man? = Amevo (-)neania? Bowman hides it. = Toxoteis obscurit. I'm learning Vendergood. = (Euni) disceuo Vendergood. What are you learning? (song.). = Quen diseois-pomegranate? I'm hiding 10 farmers. = Obscureuo ecem agrieolai. [2]:42-43 Tribes and States Tribes and States,
mostly focused on northeastern tribes, was written in 19193 but was never published because it was not completed at the time of Sidis' death. Sidis wrote history under the pseudonym John W. Shattuck. Much of history has been taken from wampum straps; Sidis, wampum arches are a kind of writing through colorful
bead arches, in which various designs of beads express different ideas according to a system that is strictly accepted, which can be read by anyone who knows with wampum language, regardless of the language spoken. This is how records and agreements are kept, and individuals can write to each other in this way.
[33] Much of the book's subject, Americans migrate to Europeans and influence Indians on the formation of the United States. It tells the story of the origins of federations, which would be an important event for the Founding Fathers. After her death, Helena Sidis claimed that her brother had the highest reported IQ ever
obtained in Abraham Sperling's 1946 book Psychology for the Millions[34] but later the authors found that some biographers, such as Amy Wallace, exaggerated how high their IQ really was and exactly what Sperling claimed. [15] Sperling actually wrote:[34] Helena Sidis said that a few years before her death, her brother
Bill had a brain test with a psychologist. His score was the highest ever scored. In terms of IQ, the psychologist said the figure would be between 250 and 300. Towards the end of his life, William Sidis took general intelligence tests for Civil Service positions in New York and Boston. His phenomenal ratings are on record.
Helena and William's mother Sarah have also been considered to have developed exaggerated claims about the Sidis family. [15] Helena also falsely claimed that William's 1933 Public Service exam was an IQ test and that his ranking of 254 was 254 IQ points. [15] There is speculation that the number 254 was placed
on William's list after passing the Public Service exam, as stated in a letter to his family. [35] Helena also knew all the languages in the world, while my father only knew 27 languages. Was there anyone Billy didn't know about? [15] This claim was not supported by any other source outside the Sidis family, and Sarah
Sidis claimed in her 1950 book The Sidis Story that William could learn a language in just one day. [15] Boris Sidis once rejected intelligence tests as foolish, pedantic, absurd and overly misleading. [36] Regardless of the exaggerations, Sidis was assessed by his contemporary contemporary, such as MIT Physics
professor Daniel Frost Comstock and American mathematician Norbert Wiener (who wrote about Sidis in his autobiography). [37] [2]:54[38] Sidis's life and work, especially his ideas about the Dedeli Americans, are extensively discussed in Robert M. Pirsig's book Lila: An Inquiry into Morals (1991). [39] Sidis was also
discussed in the autobiography Ex-Prodigy by mathematician Norbert Wiener (1894-1964), himself a genius. [40] Danish writer Morten Brask [da] wrote a novel as a fictional account of Sidis' life; William Sidis' Perfect Life was published in Denmark in 2011. Another novel based on his biography was published by
German author Klaus Cäsar Zehrer [de] in 2017. [41] In the education debate, discussions about sidis' upbringing emerged in broader rhetoric about the best way to train children. Newspapers on Boris Sidis' methods of raising children Most educators he believed that schools should expose children to shared
experiences to create good citizens. Most psychologists thought intelligence was hereditary, a position that hindered early childhood education at home. [42] Sidis's difficulties in dealing with the social structure of the university environment may have shaped the view of allowing these children to move quickly through
higher education in time. Research shows that a challenging curriculum can alleviate the social and emotional challenges that talented children often experience. [43] Some colleges adopting these findings now have procedures for early entry. The Davidson Institute for Talent Development has developed a guide on this
issue. [44] Sidis was sarcastically pictured in the press of the day. The New York Times, for example, described it as a wonderfully successful result of a scientific coercion experiment. [4] Her mother later argued that her son's newspaper accounts were little like her. Bibliography Animate and Lifeless (1925) Tribes and
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